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Notice of Serious Incident 

 

Date of Incident:10/20/2022  

Date Received by DCCECE: 10/21/2022 

 

Facility Name: Perimeter of the Ozarks 

Facility Number: 237 

Facility Type: Residential 

Incident Type: Licensing 

Report Description: name : , Guardian:  
, Police: n/a, safety plan: misconduct safety plan - due to resident declining to 

follow directions and not following redirection from teacher or staff. - report by nurse 
working the floor at that time: nursing note - report around 1500 on 10/21/2022, while in 
class resident was very disrespectful to staff as well as the teacher. resident was not 
following directions and became frustrated after being redirected by staff as well as the 
teacher, resident slammed her fist on the desk and then stabbed herself in the arm with her 
pencil. pencil was immediately removed resident remain seated with her head in her hands 
sobbing. 1528 resident was calm and agreed to take her PRN after processing with a staff 
member. " 2 puncture marks on left arm , superficial no bleeding no first aid needed ( size 
of the tip of a pencil) no bleeding no ecchymosis, resident instructed to clean abrasion wit 
soap and water . no further care necessary . CSSR completed and discussed with therapist 
scored low , resident agree with CSSR and therapist injury was out if frustration and not self 
harm intention. we will keep closely monitoring  

 

Interim Action Narrative: Resident placed on misconduct safety plan. 

 

 

Maltreatment Narrative:                                                                 Outcome:  

 



 
 

 

 

 

Licensing Narrative: Licensing Specialist will follow-up with facility. It was reported that 
resident was not doing well in class, she became disruptive, did not want to follow 
directions, or be redirected. Things were better for the resident on 10/21/2022. Licensing 
Specialist was informed that resident was cooperative and participated in class. No 
licensing concerns noted.  
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